This paper is concerned with the problem of the uniqueness of singular points of vector fields on Riemannian manifolds. The radii of the uniqueness balls of the singular points of vector fields are estimated under the assumption that the vector fields satisfy the -condition, and the results due to Wang and Han in [Criterion and Newton's method under weak conditions, Chinese J. Numer. Appl. Math. 19(2) (1997) 96-105] are extended. Moreover, applications to analytic vector fields are given.
Introduction
Recently, particular interests are focused on the problem of finding singular points of vector fields on Riemannian manifolds by Newton's method, see for example [3, [5] [6] [7] [14] [15] [16] . In particular, an analogue of the well-known Kantorovich theorem (cf. [8] ) was given in [6] for Newton's method on Riemannian manifold while the extensions to analytic vector fields on Riemannian manifolds of the famous Smale's -theory and -theory (cf. [1, [11] [12] [13] ) were done in [3] . In the recent paper [10] , we introduced the notion of the -condition for vector fields X on Riemannian manifolds, which is weaker than the following Smale's assumption for analytic vector fields X:
and then established the -theory and the -theory of Newton's method for the vector fields on Riemannian manifolds satisfying the -condition, which consequently extends the results in [3] . The purpose of the present paper is to study the uniqueness problem of the singular points of vector fields on Riemannian manifolds. Under the assumption that the vector fields satisfy the -condition, we obtain the radii of the uniqueness balls of the singular points of vector fields, which extends the results due to Wang and Han in [19] . Also applications to analytic vector fields are provided.
Notions and preliminaries
Most of the notions and notations which we will use in this paper are standard, see for example [2, 4, 9] . Let M be a real complete m-dimensional Riemannian manifold. Let p ∈ M and let T p M denote the tangent space at p to M. Let ·, · be the scalar product on T p M with the associated norm [2, 4, 9] ).
For a finite-dimensional space or a Riemannian manifold Z, let B Z (p, r) and B Z (p, r) denote respectively the open metric ball and the closed metric ball at p with radius r, that is,
In particular, we write respectively B(p, r) and B(p, r) for B M (p, r) and B M (p, r) in the case when M is a Riemannian manifold.
Noting that M is complete, the exponential map at p, i.e., exp p : T p M → M is well-defined on T p M. Furthermore, the radius of injectivity of the exponential map at p is denoted by r p . Thus, exp p is a one-to-one mapping from B T p M (0, r p ) to B(p, r p ). The following proposition gives the relationship of the radii r p and r q , see [3, Lemma 4.4] .
Recall that a geodesic in M connecting p and q is called a minimizing geodesic if its arc-length equals its Riemannian distance between p and q. Note that there is at least one minimizing geodesic connecting p and q. In particular, the curve c : [0, 1] → M is a minimizing geodesic connecting p and q if and only if there exists a vector
Let ∇ denote the Levi-Civita connection on M. For any two vector fields X and Y on M, the covariant derivative of X with respect to Y is denoted by ∇ Y X. Define the linear map DX(p) : In particular, we write P q,p for P c,q,p in the case when c is a minimizing geodesic connecting p and q.
The -condition for operators in Banach spaces was first introduced by Wang [19] for the study of Smale's point estimate theory and was extended to vector fields on Riemannian manifold in [10] . Before stating the notion, we first define the notions of covariant derivatives. Let k be a positive integer. 
X and defined inductively by
Then, the value of the kth covariant derivative of X with respect to 
where the supremum is taken over all k-tuples of vectors
Let r > 0 and > 0. Also let k be a positive integer. Throughout the whole paper, we always assume that X is a C 2 vector field on M. Definition 2.3. Let q 0 ∈ M be such that DX(q 0 ) −1 exists. X is said to satisfy the k-piececondition at q 0 in B(q 0 , r), if
Obviously, (k + 1)-piece -condition at q 0 implies the k-piece -condition at q 0 in B(q 0 , r). The following three lemmas are known in [10] and will be used frequently. 
P c,c(0),c(t) DX(c(t))Y (c(t)) = DX(c(0))Y (c(0))
In particular,
For simplicity, we use the function defined by 
Note that is strictly monotonic decreasing on
, (2.6) where q k = q.
Uniqueness around the singular point
Let p * ∈ M be such that DX(p * ) −1 exists.
Suppose that X is a C 2 vector field on M, X(p * ) = 0 and that X satisfies the 1-piece -condition at p * in B(p * , r). Then p * is the unique singular point of X in B(p * , r).
Then < 1. To complete the proof, it suffices to show that
Then the curve c defined by
is a minimizing geodesic connecting p * and q * . Below we shall verify that
Granting this, since P c,q * ,p * DX(p * ) −1 P c,p * ,q * X(q * ) = 0 and P c,q * ,p * is an isometry, we have that
hence (3.1) holds. To verify (3.3), we apply Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 to get that
and
Thus, by (2.2) (with k = 1), one gets that
This completes the proof of (3.3).
Uniqueness around the initial point
For the study of the uniqueness problem of the singular point around the initial point, we need the following majorizing function h, which was introduced by Wang in [17, 18] . Let > 0 and > 0. Define
Then we have the following proposition, the proof of which was given in [17, 18] .
Then the two positive zeros of h are
and they satisfy
and increasing monotonic on
In the remainder of this section, let p 0 ∈ M be such that DX(p 0 ) −1 exists and define
In addition, we need Newton's sequence with the initial point p 0 for X, which is defined as follows:
The main theorem of this section is as follows.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that
Suppose that X is a C 2 vector field and that X satisfies the 2-piece -condition at p 0 in B(p 0 , r). Then there exists p * ∈ B(p 0 , r 1 ) such that p * is the unique singular point of X in B(p 0 , r).
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is constructive and complicated. The key of the proof is to establish the existence and unicity of the singular point of the vector field X in B(p 0 , r 1 ). For this purpose, we need to verify that Newton's sequence for the vector field X with any initial point from B(p 0 , r 1 ) can be controlled by the corresponding Newton's sequence for the majorizing function h. Hence, we first prove some auxiliary results. From now on, we shall assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 hold.
Let ∈ [0, 1] and let the pair (t, p) ∈ [0, r 1 ) × B(p 0 , r 1 ). Define
and consider the following condition: 
one has that
Hence the first inequality of (4.8) is satisfied by ( ( ), c( ) ). Thus to complete the proof, we have to show that 
and 
Consequently, the curveĉ is the minimizing geodesic connecting p and c( ). Since c( ) ∈ B(p 0 , r 1 ) and
, it follows from Lemma 2.3 (with k = 2) that
where the last inequality is valid because of the monotony of
It follows from (4.11) to (4.14) and (2.2) (with k = 2) that
DX(c( )) −1 Pĉ ,c( ),p (Pĉ ,p,c( ) X(c( )) − X(p) − DX(p)v) DX(c( ))
Since
DX(c( )) −1 X(c( )) DX(c( )) −1 Pĉ ,c( ),p (Pĉ ,p,c( ) X(c( )) − X(p) − DX(p)v)
and, by (4.8),
DX(c( )) −1 Pĉ ,c( ),p X(p) DX(c( )) −1 Pĉ ,c( ),p DX(p) DX(p)
one has from (4.16) that
DX(c( )) −1 X(c( )) h( ( )) + ( − 1)h(t) | h ( ( )) | +(1 − ) DX(c( )) −1 Pĉ ,c( ),p DX(p) h(t) | h (t) | .
Thus, to complete the proof of (4.10), it remains to prove that 
Pĉ ,p,ĉ(s) D 2 X(ĉ(s))Y (ĉ(s))ĉ (s) ds. (4.20)
Since p ∈ B(p 0 , t), by Lemma 2.3 (with k = 1), one has that In particular, in the case when t = 0 and p = p 0 , for simplicity, we denote the sequences { t n } and {q p n } by {t n } and {p n }, respectively. Hence 
p,c( ) DX(c( )) − I T c( ) M )u DX(p)
−1 P p,p 0 DX(p 0 ) DX(p 0 ) −1 P p 0 ,p (Pĉ ,p,c( ) DX(c( ))u −DX(p)Pĉ ,p,c( ) u) 1 | h (t) | 1 0 DX(p 0 ) −1 P p 0 ,p Pĉ ,p,ĉ(s) D 2 X(ĉ(s)) Y (ĉ(s)) ĉ (s) ds 1 | h (t) | 1 0 h (t + s v ) u v ds h ( ( )) | h (t) | + 1 u ,(4.
22) where I T c( ) M is the identity on T c( ) M. Hence,

Pĉ ,c( ),p DX(p) −1 Pĉ ,p,c( ) DX(c( )) − I T c( ) M h ( ( ))
| h (t) | + 1 < 1,(4.Let t n+1 = t n − h ( t n ) −1 h( t n ), t 0 = t, 0 t < r 1 , n = 0, 1, . . . ,t n+1 = t n − h (t n ) −1 h(t n ), t 0 = 0, n = 0, 1, . . . (4.26) and p n+1 = exp p n (−DX(p n ) −1 X(p n )), n = 0, 1,
Proof. (i). Note that the function g defined by
is strictly monotonic increasing on [0, r 1 ] because
Thus, it is easy to show by mathematical induction that 
DX(q
Consequently, for each n = 0, 1, . . . 
Consequently,
. We first verify the following implication: is a minimizing geodesic connecting q and q * . Note that
where the first equality holds because of Lemma 2.1 while the second equality is valid because of Lemma 2.2. Hence, by (4.37) and (2.2) (with k = 2), one has 
Therefore, from (4.39) and (4.40), we get that
Combining (4.38) and (4.41), it is seen that the inequalities in (4.41) must be equalities. Hence one has that 
On the other hand, by (4.43), we have that
Therefore,
This implies that there exists s 0 0 such that
as v > 0. Moreover, since < r 1 by Lemma 4.1, one has that
Then, s 0 < 1. Hence, Eq. (4.50) is clear for n = 0 as t 0 = 0. Suppose that (4.50) is true for n = k. Then by the mathematical induction, we only need to show that (4.50) is true for n = k + 1. To do this, write
Then is a continuous function on 
Hence, it follows from (4.54), (4.55) and (2.2) (with k = 1) that
On the other hand, we observe that
Combining (4.56) and (4.57) gives that 
Application to analytic vector fields
Throughout this section, we shall always assume that M is an analytic complete m-dimensional Riemannian Manifold. Recall from [2, 4] that, for a point p ∈ M and a vector field X is analytic at p if there exist a local coordinate system (U, {x i }) of p and m analytic functions X i : U → R, i = 1, 2, . . . , m such that
Then the vector field X is analytic on M if it is analytic at each point of M. In the remainder of this section, we assume that X is analytic on M. Let p ∈ M be such that DX(p) − 
